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The DUPIC Fuel Development Program
in KAERI

M. S. Yang, H. S. Park

Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute

Yusong, Taejon 305-600, Republic of Korea

1. INTRODUCTION

Although nuclear power is recognized as an important alternative to energy

supply and pollution control, it is constantly plagued by the traditional challenge

of non-proliferation and reactor safety followed by the concern on radioactive

waste management. These nuclear issues will continue to be addressed in the

future, if adequate remedies do not come to rescue, with probable negative

impacts to the nuclear power deployment in the world.

The International Nuclear Fuel Cycle Evaluation (INFCE) in the late seventies

was a prominent initiative of IAEAGnternational Atomic Energy Agency) in

search of an improved consensus on non-proliferation while encouraging peaceful

nuclear development. It was an occasion of worldwide discussion to examine

technical alternatives that would enhance proliferation resistance to the

conventional nuclear fuel cycles.

Among the possible remedies discussed in depth at the INFCE conference, the

concept of access denial attracted a lot of interest for safeguarding sensitive

nuclear material in the backend nuclear fuel cycle. Denaturing the sensitive

material with radioactive "spikants" was considered as a possible alternative of

which basic concept is recently renewed to "spent fuel standard" by the National

Academy of Science in the U. S. in context with weapon material disposition.

In this respect, the DUPIC(Direct use of spent PWR fuel in CANDU) fuel cycle

was conceived as a possible alternative to the conventional backend fuel cycle

options with a view toward minimizing proliferation risks, saving the uranium

resources, and improving fuel utilization, accompanied by significant reduction in
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waste arising. The key technical concept of the DUPIC fuel cycle is to

refabricate spent PWR fuel directly into CANDU-type DUPIC fuel without

involving any separation of sensitive material thus satisfying the spent fuel

standard all along the processes from PWR to CANDU. With the unique

strategy of reactor mix of PWR with CANDU, Korea occupies the best position

to fit the DUPIC fuel cycle although it can be applied to other countries of PWR

or CANDU by international cooperation. The concept of DUPIC fuel cycle is

shown schematically in Figure 1.

2. BURNING SPENT PWR FUEL AGAIN IN CANDU BY DUPIC

Spent fuel discharged from PWR (and LWR in broader sense) still contains

fissile remnants more than sufficient to fuel CANDU reactors which are highly

efficient in neutron utilization for the use of natural uranium fuel. In fact the

fissile content of spent PWR fuel is usually more than two time higher than that

of natural uranium. It can be consequently surmised that the DUPIC fuel

refabricated with bulk materials from spent PWR fuel could reach a burnup more

than two times higher than natural uranium fuel.

The amount of spent PWR fuel to supply DUPIC fuel to a given CANDU unit

depends on the burnup of PWR fuel. On the assumption of a same power

outputs for both PWR and CANDU, the reactor ratio for suitable mass flow from

PWR to CANDU was computed to be 2.5 for regular burnup (35 MWd/kgU) and

4.8 for high burnup (50 MWd/kgU) of PWR fuel. The parameters of nuclear

feasibility of the DUPIC fuel cycle are summarized in Figure 2.

3. COMPATIBILITY WITH EXISTING CANDU SYSTEM

A basic premise that should be considered for a realistic fuel cycle is the

compatibility with existing power reactor. The neutronic and thermohydraulic

compatibilities are integrated into the fuel composition homogeneity and the

mechanical compatibility is assured by the availability of fuel handling system.

To facilitate the use of inhomogeneous spent PWR fuel in CANDU, it is



necessary to analyze the composition distribution of spent fuels based on their

initial enrichment and burnup history and to produce DUPIC fuels which satisfy

the homogeneity criteria for fabrication and quality control by blending fresh

urania and burnable poisons. The compatibility of homogeneous DUPIC fuel with

CANDU reactor will be proved by establishing the optimum fuel management

strategy which satisfies the safety limits under normal and accident conditions.

Concerning the feasibility of DUPIC fuel handling system, it was found that the

spent CANDU fuel handling system can be used for loading DUPIC fuel in

reverse path. Because of symmetric design of horizontal CANDU core, fuel

loading and discharge at both sides are feasible for DUPIC fuel handling.(Fig. 3)

4. FEASIBILITY OF DUPIC FUEL FABRICATION

Spent PWR fuel needs to be refabricated into CANDU fuel to be used again in

existing CANDU reactors. This is the DUPIC fuel whose structure can be

modeled utilizing the existing natural or low-enriched uranium fuel for CANDU

reactors.

In the feasibility study of DUPIC fuel cycle, various technical options to

fabricate DUPIC fuel had been reviewed. From the study, it was found that

pellet refabrication from spent PWR fuel powder is more desirable for the

compatibility with current reactors than the simple mechanical reconstitution. The

current R & D program being pursued for the DUPIC fuel fabrication experiment

is based on the pellet fabrication with powder prepared by a process called

OREOX (Oxidation and reduction of oxide fuel).

The refabrication process of DUPIC fuel as shown schematically in Fig. 4

begins with removal of skeleton and cladding of spent PWR fuel, The powder is

formed into pellet after suitable treatment by oxidation, reduction and sintering,

and finally CANDU fuel pins and bundles are fabricated. Most of these

processes are already utilized in commercial CANDU fuel plants, but there are

significant technical differences such that the DUPIC fuel process must be

installed in heavy shielding enclosure and thereby remotely operated and

maintained. The KAERI R & D plan includes the development and tests of

remote systems for DUPIC fuel fabrication in shielded hot cell environment.
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5. WASTE REDUCTION

Environmental protection is one of major concerns for DUPIC fuel cycle. At a

reactor ratio 3 : 1 between PWR and CANDU, spent fuel arisings of DUPIC fuel

cycle is only 1/3 of once-through case. This ratio is not much different from

the case of reprocessing option. Further environmental benefit can be obtained

from significant reduction of radiotoxicity by transmutation effect of DUPIC fuel

during burnup in CANDU.

As shown in Figure 5, the radioactive wastes arising from DUPIC fuel facility

consist mainly of structural hardware and claddings of spent PWR fuel and

volatile and semi-volatile off-gases released during pelletizing process. Most of

these wastes can be managed by methods similar to reprocessing waste

management. In DUPIC fuel process, there are neither high level waste

separation nor liquid waste arising, which is a notable difference from

reprocessing.

6. SAFEGUARDABILITY

One of the important DUPIC features is the excellent resistance to proliferation.

Given that DUPIC fuel is refabricated directly from highly radioactive contents of

spent PWR fuel in heavily shielded enclosure, access to the sensitive materials

which were never separated is extremely difficult. (Figure 6) Although the

technical concept of access denial have attracted a lot of interest in safeguards

for backend fuel cycle, there seems to have been no instance of real exercise

with such purpose except DUPIC concept.

On the other hand, essential elements of nuclear material safeguards include

accountability, containment and surveillance(C/S). The heavy shielding enclosure

required for DUPIC fuel process naturally complies with such protective

containment, and therefore the material accountability at key measurement

points(KMP) is facilitated. Nuclear material accounting system for DUPIC

safeguards are being developed in cooperation with U. S. experts to increase

international transparency.
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7. ECONOMICS OF DUPIC FUEL CYCLE

Economic analysis of nuclear fuel cycle requires long term factors and is often

subject to controversy, due to the large variance in basic assumptions. For a new

technology like DUPIC, economic assessment is furthermore difficult and there is

no way but to rely on the best data available currently.

The most widely known source in this area is the OECD/NEA publication "The

Economics of Nuclear Fuel Cycle (1994)" in which once through cycle and recycle

of MOX fuel (to LWR) through reprocessing are assessed. Based on the unit cost

data of each fuel cycle components, it is possible to derive break-even cost of

DUPIC fuel cycle from parametric analysis of major cost variables.

The break-even cost analysis is no more than a rough guess by indirect

derivation. More realistic cost range will need evaluation of capital and operating

costs based on engineering analysis.

8. THE DUPIC FUEL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

Korea initiated the DUPIC fuel development program in early nineties in

collaboration with Canada and the U. S. Based on the DUPIC feasibility study

which was finished in 1993, a program for experimental verification is being

implemented with a target year of 2001 as shown in Fig 7. Upon successful

conclusion of the R&D results, a series of irradiation experiments using Hanaro

research reactor at KAERI will be entailed for the practical application of DUPIC

fuel in future.

KAERI is in preparation of the available facilities to implement the program of

which plan is to dismantle the spent PWR fuel now in storage at PIEF(Post

Irradiation Examination Facility) pool, followed by DUPIC fuel fabrication in

IMEF(Irradiated Materials Examination Facility), and subsequent test in Hanaro

reactor at KAERI. The available facilities at KAERI to be used for the

experimental verification of DUPIC fuel and their linkage are schematically shown

in Figure 8. The equipment systems required for this series of operations are

now under development and a mockup test facility has been built for remote test

of equipment prior to radioactive test to begin in 1999 with spent PWR fuel.
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The several prototypical DUPIC pellets and rods, at first, will be fabricated at the

IMEF M6 hot cell, which is currently reserved for the actual hot cell fabrication

campaign in 1999. The preparatory work is making progress with acquisition of

infrastructures systems for the planned test. The conceptual layout of the DUPIC

equipment at IMEF M6 hot cell is shown in Figure 9.

The work scopes of the international joint R & D program are shared between

the three parties such as AECL of Canada, Department of State of USA and

KAERI. Canada will fabricate several DUPIC fuel pins at AECL facilities and

collaborate with KAERI for reactor core and safety analyses, together with some

other associated work. The U. S. will collaborate with KAERI for development

of safeguards technologies applicable to DUPIC fuel fabrication.

The DUPIC program became a quadrilateral cooperation frame from November

1996 when the IAEA expression of desire to join the program was welcomed by

the previous tripartite. The new party, IAEA, is supposed to interact with the

tripartite for advices in safeguards matters. (Figure 10)

9. INTERNATIONAL PROSPECTIVE

It is natural that Korea, with both PWR and CANDU types of reactors in

operation, expresses strong interest in this synergistic fuel cycle. Upon

successful development, however, the DUPIC can expand its benefits to

international level wherever there is a potentials to link PWR and CANDU on

bilateral or multilateral frame. A nation of PWR operation can dispose of its

spent fuel by sending, perhaps with the disposal cost to a hypothetical DUPIC

fuel plant where the spent PWR fuel is fabricated into DUPIC fuel. Under this

scenario, the need of spent PWR fuel repository is eliminated. On the other

hand, the CANDU country can use the DUPIC fuel, instead of natural uranium

fuel, to save natural uranium resources and nevertheless cut spent fuel arisings to

half with higher burnup of DUPIC fuel. It will be a win-win deal for both.
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Fig.2

Nuclear Feasibility of DUPIC Link
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Fig.3
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Fig.4
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Fig.5

Radioactive Waste Management
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Fig.6
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Fig.7

DUPIC Long - term Plan
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Fig.10
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DUPIC
m Direct Use of spent PWR Fuel |n CANDU
m Joint development program

• AECL / KAERI / US DOS
m Phased Development
m Phase I completed

* paper study of reconfiguration options
* recommended OREOX

m Phase II started - Experimental Verification
• AECL develops Pellet technology
* KAERI develops Bundle technology
• Irradiation testing in research reactor



AECL Program

to
o

m Small-scale in-cel! experiments at CRL
• small quantities of spent PWR fuel

$ Out-cell experiments using SiMFUEL
• SIMFUEL surrogate for spent PWR fuel
• no need for hot cells

$ In-cell fabrication campaign
• fabricate pellets and elements for irradiation testing ii

research reactor



Progress to Date
m Sma!!-scale in-cell experiments at CRL

• successfully processed small quantities of spent
PWR fuel into CANDU quality pellets

• quantified F.P. releases during process
# Out-cel! experiments using SIMFUEL

• processed in kg quantities
• met CANDU specification for density
• dedadding technoques demonstrated

m In-cell fabrication campaign
• fabrication campaign well underway



DUPICProcess
Declad PWR fuel rods

OREOX Process

Powder Conditioning

to

I

1

Element Loading

Bundle Assembly



OJ

OREOX
# Oxidation Reduction Oxidation
* Reducing, UO2 stable

* Oxidizing, U3O8 stable

$ phase change UO2 -> U3O8

• 32% volume expansion

# successive oxidation/ reduction micro-cracks matrix

m breaks fuel into powder



Typical OREOX Schedule
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WL Campaign Team

Marv Ryz - Supervisor
Dr. J.W. Lee (on attachment from KAERI)
Dean Randell
WL Shielded Facility Support Staff
CRL staff, as needed
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WL Campaign Status

• Process equipment commissioned
• equipment required immediately is in cei
• PWR fuel has been removed from cladding
• First 3 (of 4) OREOX runs completed



Fabrication Schedule

1997| Jan|Feb|Mar| Apr|May| Jun| Jul |Aug Sep OctfNov Dec

In-ce9l Commissioning|^[[[[J[|
Qualification

Manufacturing
Ship Elements

iiiiiiiiiiii)
Wiili i i lM
IffiiB^



Project Schedule

• 1997 September Complete fabrication
• 1998 January Start irradiation
• 2000 Complete irradiation

PIE / Modelling



Summary

In-cell and out-cell experiments completed
Fabrication campaign progressing well
Irradiation to start 1998 January
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Mechanical Decladding

Kuzuyuki Fukudome

Nuclear Plant Engineering Dept., Kobe Steel, Ltd.

ABSTRACT

The Institute of Research and Innovation(IRI), entrusted by the Ministry of

International Trade and Industry(MITI), has been developing a new reprocessing

system for the 21 century. As part of the research program, Kobe Steel Ltd.

has developed a new decladding system called MDRS(Mechanical Decladding

Rolling Straightener).

MDRS consists of :

- Dismantling of spent nuclear fuel assembly

- Passing the fuel pins to the rolling straightener

- Cutting the center of the fuel pins

- Derive of the pulverized pellets from the cladding tube by hammering

We have performed cold tests using the cold reduction tube simulated

irradiated cladding tube and aluminum pellets and unirradiated uranium pellets

for 10 years. As a result, fuel pellets are easily pulverized to the particles

(average size : 100 Um) by rolling straightener and pulverized pellets are derived

from the hammering.

MDRS is evaluated as the most promising decladding method by ORNL. We

hope that the state-of-art MDRS can be made available to the DUPIC process in

the near future.
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Nonproliferation and Safeguards Aspects

of The DUPIC Fuel Cycle Concept

Paul J. Persiani

Argonne National Laboratory

9700 S. Cass Avenue

Argonne, IL 60439 USA

ABSTRACT

The purpose of the study is to comment on the proliferation characteristic profiles of some

of the proposed fuel cycle alternatives to help ensure that nonproliferation concerns are

introduced into the early stages of a fuel cycle concept development program, and to perhaps

aid in the more effective implementation of the international nonproliferation regime initiative

and safeguards systems. Alternative recycle concepts proposed by several countries involve

the recycle of spent fuel without the separation of plutonium from uranium and fission

products. The concepts are alternatives to either the direct long-term storage deposition of or

the purex reprocessing of the spent fuels. The alternate fuel cycle concepts reviewed include:

the dry-recycle processes such as the direct use of reconfigured PWR spent fuel assemblies

into CANDU reactors(DUPIC); low-decontamination, single-cycle co-extraction of fast reactor

fuels in a wet-purex type of reprocessing; and on a limited scale the thorium-uranium fuel

cycle. The nonproliferation advantages usually associated with the above non-separation

processes are: the highly radioactive spent fuel presents a barrier to the physical diversion of

the nuclear material; avoid the need to dissolve and chemically separate the plutonium from

the uranium and fission products; and that the spent fuel isotopic quality of the plutonium

vector is further degraded. Although the radiation levels and the need for reprocessing may

be perceived as barriers to the terrorist or the subnational level of safeguards, the international

level of nonproliferation concerns is addressed primarily by material accountancy and

verification activities. On the international level of nonproliferation concerns, the

non-separation fuel cycle concepts involved have to be evaluated on the bases of the impact

the processes may have on nuclear materials accountancy.
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Objectives

To profile the proliferation characteristics of some of the fuel
cycle concepts.

To suggest that the nonproliferatSon concerns be introduced into
the early stages of a development program.

To perhaps aid in the more effective implementation of



The nonproliferation advantages osyaliy associated with
non-separation processes are:

11 Ttie highly radioactive spent fuel presents a barrier to the
physical diversion of the nyclear material from the fuel cycle.

I

The spent foe! ssotopic qyai% of the plytosniym vector is further



Perceived diversion barriers to terrorists
groups:

High radiation field
Need for reprocessing
Inaccessibility

I

lear material accoositancy and verification of
fundamental importance



CANDU/PWR Cycle

DUPIC: Direct use of PWR spent fuel into CANDU reactor

Dry-bylk-process - no wet reprocessing
Reconfigures PWR spent fuel into CANDU assemblies

-fe.
I

Reduces overall spent fyei arisiogs
Plutonium isotopic degradation



DUPIC:

in Dry-bulk powder processes have characteristically high
holdup inventories and flows

SNM accountancy measures
Lh

- OKidatioo/redyctiosPj-sinteriifig/pelietlzSsnsg

R&D to emphasize direct assaying of SNW



OUPIC Pu Isotopic Composition (w/o)

(35GWO/T) (166WD/T)

238

239 80 33

240 20.6 42.7

241 3.35 6.68

242 4.48 12.2



DUPIC FUEL CYCLE
Mass Inpyt Verification Techniques

Batch Processing

Direct scale weighing after clad segmenting/separation

- Py/O ratio
- O & Pu isotopscs and element

Use gravimetric method to determine the Po that is So powder

should be in the powder

- §8 clad waste stream
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MATERIAL ACCOUNTANCY
FOR DUPIC FUEL CYCLE (cont)

Input Balance at IAAEF

Pu / U: Measured at initial weight stage in IMEF

Un: Fabricator1 s specification or reactor operator

AU / Uo: Burmip specified by reactor operator or measured,

calculated or from ICT (isotope correlations)

1% error in bumup translates to a 0.1% error in Pu mass.

Equations 1 and 2 valid for % j



Table III. Mass Determination and Pu/U Ratio by ANL/ICT Method
COGEMA Reprocessing Input Mass Verification

Obrigheim PWR Spent Fuel Assemblies
Sec B Data, at Reprocessing

Diagnostic Analysis

Batch
Label

B 01
B 02
B 03
B 04
B OS
B 06
B 07
B 08
B 09
B 10
B 11
B 12
B 13
B 14*
B 15
B 16
B 17
B 18
B 19
B 20
B 21
B 22
B 23
B 24
B 25
B 26
B 27*
B 28
B 29

Campaign

Pu/U
Meas
Pu/U

8.095
8.147
8.288
8.211
8.256
8.304
8.249
8.385
8.605
8.140
8.122
8.178
8.305
8.672
8.180
8.211
8.223
8.237
8! 129
8.223
8.258
6.066
8.307
8.785
8.588
8.363
8.569
8.403
8.554

Average =
Batch Uncertainty

B 14
B 27

Campaign

8.372
8.310

Average =
Batch Uncertainty

Ratio
ICT
Pu/U

8.216
8.235
8.274
8.273
8.243
8.369
8.211
8.396
8.716
8.142
8.154
8.140
8.413
8.392
8.168
8.336
8.229
8.152
8.136
8.201
8.220
8.033
8.377
8.660
8.439
8.284
8.241
8.342
8.504

•

8.392
8.241

(pi/kg)
DIFF
(*)

1.49
1.08
-.17
-76

-.15
.78

-.46
-13
1.29
.02
.40

-.46
1.31

-3.23
-.15
1.52
.07

-1.03
.09

-.27
-.46
-.41
.84

-1.42
-1.74
-.94

-3.83
-.72

..22 r .23
a 1.23

.24
«̂ !3_

.01 ± .16
i .85

Meas
Pu/U

4531.6
2281.3
4511.1
4597.0
4515.9
4439.5
4372.1
4455.6
4533-6
4367.7
4326.5
4341.O
4427.3
3465.4
5474.9
4374.4
4404.0
6544.5
6476.3
6562.5
4429.6
5394.5
5535.3
5812.0
5691.3
5569.2
5698.3
5589.5
3413-1

3352.2
5534.7

Pu Mass (em)
ICT
Pu/U

4595.6
2304.7
4503.8
4630.0
4509.4
4472.2
4353.2
4461.1
4588.5
4368.5
4342.9
4322.0
4481.9
3359.7
5467.1
4437.5
4407.1
6480.4
6481.7
6546.0
4410.5
5373-4
5579.2 .
5734.1
5597.8
5519-5
5491.4
5551.2
3394.3

3359.7
5491.4

DIFF
(%)

1.41
1.03
-.16
.72

-.15
.74

-.43
.12
1.21
.02
.38

-.44
1.23

-3.05
-.14
1.44
.07

-.98
.06

-.25
-.44
-.39
.79

-1.34
-1.64
-.89

-3.63
-.69

.20 * .22
= 1.16

.22
-.78

01 ± .15
± .80

"These large percent differences are caused by comparisons of the ICT-
derived values with measured Pu/U values containing intentional
anomalies of approximately 3-5J- Refer to Section 4.2 for more
detailed discussions.
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ABSTRACT

The compatibility of DUPIC fuel with the existing
CANDU reactor was assessed. The technical issues of
DUPIC fuel compatibility were chosen based on the
CANDU physics design requirements and inherent
characteristics of DUPIC fuel. The compatibility was
assessed for the reference DUPIC fuel composition which
was determined to reduce the composition heterogeneity
and improve the spent PWR fuel utilization. Preliminary
studies on a CANDU core loaded with DUPIC fuel have
shown that the nominal power distribution is flatter than
that of a natural uranium core when a 2-bundle shift
refueling scheme is used, which reduces the reactivity
worths of devices in the core and, therefore, the
performance of reactivity devices was assessed. The safety
of the core was assessed by a LOCA simulation and it
was found that the power pulse upon LOCA can be
maintained below that in the natural uranium core when
a poison material is used in the DUPIC fuel. For the
feasibility of handling DUPIC fuel in the plant, it will be
necessary to introduce new equipment to load the DUPIC
fuel in the refueling magazine. The radiation effect of
DUPIC fuel on both the reactor hardware and the
environment will require a quantitative analysis later.

I. INTRODUCTION

One of the alternatives to either the once-through or
recycling fuel cycle is the direct use of spent pressurized
water reactor (PWR) fuel in the Canada deuterium
uranium (CANDU) reactor, named the DUPIC fuel
cycle1'2, by an appropriate spent PWR fuel processing
method which is highly proliferation-resistant. In the
DUPIC fuel cycle, it is possible to achieve a fuel
discharge burnup of more than twice that of natural
uranium fuel, owing to the higher fissile content in the
spent PWR fuel. Therefore the DUPIC fuel cycle
enhances the potential of reducing spent PWR fuel arising
because the spent PWR fuel can be reused in CANDU
reactors instead of being disposed of as high level waste.
At the same time, the spent CANDU fuel produced is
reduced because the discharge burnup is increased
compared to that of natural uranium CANDU fuel.

Such merits of the DUPIC fuel cycle assume that the
DUPIC fuel satisfy current CANDU fuel design criteria
and the reactor can be operated safely and economically
with DUPIC fuel. These requirements have motivated the
compatibility studies of DUPIC fuel with existing
CANDU reactor such as the fuel integrity, in-core
compatibility and ex-core compatibility. For the successful
application of the DUPIC fuel cycle, two major activities
are pursued: a technical feasibility study on manufacturing
DUPIC fuel and a compatibility analysis of DUPIC fuel
in a commercial CANDU reactor. The first activity is
mostly focuses on manufacturing DUPIC fuel through an
Oxidation and Reduction process (OREOX) technique and
the integrity and performance of such a fuel ("fuel
integrity") will be validated by irradiation tests. Because
the DUPIC fuel is manufactured in a shielded area,
auxiliary techniques like fission gas treatment and hot cell
engineering are needed. The second activity is mostly
software work which can provide a rationale for
developing DUPIC fuel to be used in an existing CANDU
reactor. Therefore the reactor physics, fuel management
and safety analyses are performed ("in-core
compatibility") and, at the same time, the issues of
DUPIC fuel transportation, storage, loading, radiation
hazard, and economics are assessed ("ex-core
compatibility").

The in-core compatibility is mostly related to the reactor
physics design considerations. Because it is aimed at using
the DUPIC fuel in an existing CANDU reactor without
any modifications to the reactor system. The reactivity
devices and structural materials, the design requirement of
the core and function of such devices should be retained
without alteration when the DUPIC fuel is loaded.
Therefore the starting point of a compatibility analysis
will be reviewing the nuclear design requirements of
CANDU reactor.

II. REVIEW ON CANDU CORE NUCLEAR DESIGN
REQUIREMENTS

The CANDU reactor design requires that the core design
characteristics should be maintained without
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compromising the safety and economics of the system.
Conceptually, the following requirements should be
satisfied;

i) The fuel design, reactor operation and reactor safety
parameters should not exceed the design limits during
normal and transient conditions.

ii) The total and local power levels should be controlled
safely. It should be possible to trip the reactor and
maintain subcriticality if necessary.

iii) Two independent shutdown systems are required and
each system should possess the capability of maintaining
subcriticality.

iv) The reactor control and safety system should not hurt
the economics and flexibility of CANDU reactor.

Technically, the CANDU core nuclear design
requirements3 mentioned above can be categorized as
follows:

A. Power Controllability

Bundle power perturbations which may exceed the fuel
design limit should be prevented. Therefore such a
perturbation should be detected and controlled
immediately. For this purpose, the CANDU core has 14
zone controller units (ZCU) which perform the bulk and
spatial control of reactor power such that the reference
zone power and zone power tilt are maintained. The
performance of ZCU is determined based on the damping
power of spatial oscillation due to xenon level change. For
the natural uranium CANDU-6, the zone controller water
level changes typically from 5 to 95% with the normal
speed of 0.14 mk/s.

B. Compliance to Design Limits during Normal and
Transient Conditions

The operational limit of the fuel should be defined and
should not be exceeded during the normal and anticipated
transients. Currently the design powers of natural uranium
fuel bundles and channels are 800 kW and 6500 kW,
respectively, and the operation limits are 935 kW and
7300 kW, respectively. The neutron flux and power
distribution are determined such that the fuel design limits
are not violated without losing the economics. Power
flattening is achieved by using the adjusters and by
adjusting the discharge burnup of each zone in the core.
Zonal discharge burnup is determined to achieve the
maximum discharge burnup and the optimum form factor.
The fuel bundle should possess enough design margin to
accommodate the power change due to refueling ripple
and reactivity shim control.

C. Reactivity Controllability

The designed detectors and control devices should monitor
the parameters and system which have effects on the
nuclear fission reactions during normal, anticipated
transient and accident conditions, and accommodate the
feedback effects of those parameters. For this purpose, the
ZCU is used to control the bulk reactivity of the system.
Liquid poison material is used in the moderator to
compensate for the excess reactivity provided by fresh
fuel, xenon decay, or a long shutdown. The mechanical
control absorber (MCA) is used to perform power
step-back. The MCA should have enough reactivity worth
to do the power step-back which is about 11.3 mk for the
natural uranium fresh core. The adjusters are used to
compensate for the reactivity loss due to xenon buildup
after shutdown. The static reactivity worth and insertion
sequence of the adjusters are determined to satisfy the
design requirement. One of the design requirements of the
adjusters is to restart the reactor within 30 min after
shutdown. For the natural uranium core at equilibrium, the
reactivity worth of the adjusters is about 16.6 mk and the
reactivity worth necessary to restart the reactor in 30 min
after shutdown is about 14.9 mk.

O. Shutdown System

Two independent shutdown systems are required to
safeguard against the failure of the immediate shutdown
process. Each shutdown system should possess enough
reactivity to shutdown the reactor and maintain
subcriticality. The shutdown system should be activated
to prevent the loss of the primary heat transfer system
integrity due to the fuel failure. The shutdown system
should be activated automatically under the anticipated
operational transient and prevent the fuel failure. There
are two independent shutdown systems in a CANDU
reactor: shutdown system 1, using shutdown rods and 2,
using liquid poison injection. Each shutdown system
should keep enough margin under the minimum
acceptable performance specifications (MAPS).

E. On-line Flux Mapping

The flux mapping system provides the thermal flux
distribution of the whole core, based on the in-core
detector readings. Based on the thermal flux distribution
data, the zonal and channel power maps are generated and
are used for control system. The on-line flux map data
is supplied for nominal and postulated core conditions.
The accuracy of the flux mapping program should be
validated by simulation testing and experimental data.

F. Regional Overpower Protection

The regional overpower protection (ROP) protects the
reactor from local power increases. The ROP system
utilizes the signal from the fast responding platinum
detector. The detector position and trip setpoint should be
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determined to protect the core for all the operational
transients and accidents. Two trip logics are applied: high
power trip (122% of nominal power) and lograte trip
(10.8%/s for SDS1 and 17.3%/s for SDS2).

III. DUPIC FUEL CHARACTERISTICS

A particular feature of the DUPIC fuel is the isotopic
composition, which is different from conventional natural
uranium fuel. For the reference DUPIC fuel4 used for the
compatibility study, the average fissile and fission
products contents are 1.46 wt% and 0.57 wt%,
respectively. Such differences in fuel composition can be
categorized into three distinct factors; higher fissile
content, higher plutonium content and higher fission
product content.

A. Fissile Content

The higher fissile content will increase the discharge
bumup and the refueling scheme should be changed to
accommodate the reactive fuel. Therefore a 2-bundle or
a 4-bundle shift refueling scheme is considered for a
DUPIC core. Because the number of bundles shifted per
refueling is reduced, it is expected that the refueling cost
may increase compared to the natural uranium CANDU
core which adopts an 8-bundle shift refueling scheme. But
the axial power shape will be flatter because the fresh
fuels are located at the channel-inlet only, also such a
power flattening may reduce the peak channel and bundle
power. The channel-front-peaked power distribution may
cause more coolant boiling in a channel and axial
decoupling of the thermal flux is possible. Due to the
higher fissile content, the effective thermal flux is lower
in a DUPIC core as are the reactivity device worth and
xenon load.

B. Plutonium Content

For the higher plutonium content in a DUPIC fuel, it is
expected that the dynamic behavior is more rapid because
the total delayed neutron fraction is smaller by 9%
compared to that of natural uranium fuel at the
equilibrium bumup. Therefore the power pulse upon a
reactivity-induced accident like a loss of coolant accident
(LOCA) will be higher for the CANDU core loaded with
DUPIC fuel. In order to provide a safety feature of the
DUPIC core similar to that of the natural uranium core,
the DUPIC fuel can be poisoned with natural dysprosium,
which reduces the discharge bumup by about 3000
MWD/T compared to the fuel without poison material.
The presence of plutonium in DUPIC fuel reduces the
magnitude of Doppler coefficient at the equilibrium
bumup and it is probable that the Doppler coefficient
could be positive at the discharge bumup.

C. Fission Products

The residual fission products in DUPIC fuel distinguish
the DUPIC fuel from any other nuclear fuel. Because of
the thermal neutron absorption in the fission products, the
discharge bumup is reduced compared to the fuel without
fission products (e.g. mixed oxide fuels). Because of the
radiation from a DUPIC fuel, the fuel must be transported
in a shipping cask. In order to protect the fuel handling
staff in the plant, the DUPIC fuel loading and unloading
should be performed fully automatically. At the same
time, it will be required to check the entire radiation
hazard effect in the plant service area and fuel handling
route. An assessment of the radiation heating in the fuel
storage hardware will also be needed.

IV. TECHNICAL ISSUES ON COMPATIBILITY OF
DUPIC FUEL WITH CANDU REACTOR

For the compatibility analysis of a DUPIC fuel in a
CANDU reactor, the design parameters of the natural
uranium CANDU reactor will be considered. In addition
to them, there are several factors which should be
considered because the DUPIC fuel is inherently different
from the conventional nuclear fuel. For example, the
DUPIC fuel is radioactive and the fuel composition is
changing depending on the initial, irradiation and
discharge conditions of a PWR fuel. This section
describes the technical items which will be examined for
the compatibility analysis of a DUPIC fuel with a
CANDU-6 reictor.

A. Fuel Management

- Design tool validation
• Lattice/supercell/core code
• Safety analysis code

- Refueling scheme and fuel management
• Effect of refueling scheme on fuel bumup
• Time-average power distribution
• Power distribution of equilibrium core
• Maximum overall burnup
• Form factor
• Reactivity device worth

- Refueling simulation
• Maximum channel/bundle power
• Refueling ripple
• Power boost envelop of fuel

- Transition core simulation
• Partial core loading
• Transition core fuel management strategy

B. Reactivity Effects due to Perturbation

- Temperature reactivity effect
• Moderator temperature reactivity coefficient
• Coolant temperature reactivity coefficient
• Fuel temperature reactivity coefficient
• Reactivity change after a cold shutdown
• Reactivity change after a hot shutdown
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• Power coefficient
Coolant void reactivity effect

• Void reactivity vs. degree of voiding
• Void reactivity vs. fuel irradiation
• Effect of absorbers on void reactivity
• Half core voiding

Miscellaneous reactivity perturbation effect
• Moderator purity reactivity effect
• Coolant purity reactivity effect
• Boron and gadolinium reactivity coefficient
• Reactivity effect of D2O flooding in annulus

C. Reactivity Control System

Flux mapping and calibration system
• Time-average fundamental mode
• Natural mode
• Perturbation mode

Light water zone control system
• Static reactivity worth
• Bulk controllability (gross reactor power)
• Spatial controllability (reference power shape)
• Effect of zone controller draining
• Xenon oscillation

Mechanical control absorber system
• Static reactivity worth
• Rapid reduction of reactor power
• Static reactivity insertion characteristics

Adjuster rod system
• Static reactivity worth
• Adjuster bank reactivity insertion characteristics
• Simulation of startup after a short shutdown
• Simulation of startup after a long shutdown
• Reactivity shim operation
• Simulation for load cycling
• Power stepback simulation
• Decision and action time

D. Reactor Safety

Regional overpower protection system
• Critical heat flux (CHF)
• Critical channel power (CCP)
• Design basis cases
• Channelization and trip setpoint
• Design margins

Shutdown System
• Static reactivity worths of SDS1&2
• Static reactivity vs. depth of insertion of SDS1
• Dynamic reactivity following SDS1&2 trip
• Power transient following SDS1&2 trip
• Power transient after simultaneous trip of SDS1&2
• Fuel breakup margin under accident condition

E. Fuel Composition Heterogeneity

Fuel fabrication
• Fuel composition adjustment

• Fuel composition variation
• Fuel density and homogeneity

- Core performance
• Sensitivity of fuel composition to core performance
• Uncertainty of design parameters

F. Remote Fuel Handling Technique

- Fuel transportation and storage
• Criticality
• Decay heat
• Radiation hazard

- Refueling operation
• Remote fuel loading and unloading
• Radiation hazard at service area

G. Radiation Protection

- Radiation effect to reactor hardware
• Heavy water system
• Channel and calandria shield heating
• Pressure tube and calandria tube

- Radiation effect to environment
• Normal condition
• Accident condition

H. Fuel Cycle Economics

- Fuel material flow
• Reactor power
• Load factor

- Unit cost of fuel cycle component
• Uranium/conversion/enrichment cost
• Fabrication cost
• Transportation and storage cost

- Fuel cycle cost analysis
• Levelized fuel cycle unit cost
• Sensitivity analysis
• Breakeven point

V. CURRENT STATUS OF COMPATIBILITY
ANALYSIS

For the last few years, there have been a series of
DUPIC physics calculations. Most of them are the fuel
management and safety analysis of DUPIC core. For the
analysis of the physics analysis, the lattice calculations
were performed by WIMS-AECL5 using ENDF/B-V
cross section library. The incremental cross sections of
the reactivity devices are produced by SHETAN6 using
the material macroscopic cross sections generated by
WIMS. A finite difference diffusion code RFSP7 is used
to construct a time-average DUPIC core and to perform
refueling simulations. For the safety analysis, the
CERBERUS module of RFSP is used in conjunction
with a system analysis code CATHENA8. This section
summarizes the current status of compatibility study
according to the technical items given in the previous
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section.

A. Fuel Management

Design tool validation

There has been no measurement data for the DUPIC fuel
lattice. Therefore only the computational benchmark effort
has been made using MCNP-4B9 and natural uranium
CANDU core physics design codes. The comparison
between MCNP and W1MS for several different DUPIC
fuel lattice conditions have shown that the eigenvalues
match within 0.5% J k . The reactivity device worths were
calculated for natural uranium CANDU core by RFSP
using the incremental cross sections generated by
SHETAN and a design code. The comparison has shown
that the maximum error is 4.3% for the total reactivity
worth of zone controller unit. But, for the design code
system, the reactivity worths of zone controller and
mechanical control absorber are underpredicted by 4 and
7% while that of the adjuster bank matches to ± 5 %
compared with the measurement test10. Therefore the
accuracy of SHETAN model is comparable to the
uncertainty level of the design code.

The performance of WIMS/RFSP code system has been
assessed for the time-average natural uranium CANDU by
comparing the major core performance parameters to the
reference values obtained by design code system. The
WIMS/RFSP system predicts the k^r and discharge burnup
within 0.04% and 2.9% of the reference values,
respectively. The maximum and average (RMS) difference
in channel power are 6.5% and 3.0%, and the maximum
and average differences in bundle powers are 7.5% and
3.0%, respectively. Note that the la uncertainty of channel
power estimation is within 4—5% in design code system.
Recently WIMS/RFSP simulation was benchmarked
against the Point Lepreau power plant operation history
for six months". The results have shown that the excess
reactivity is simulated within 0.5%Ak and standard
deviation of percent differences of simulated and
measured vanadium detector fluxes is less than 3.5% for
the simulation period of six months, which are slightly
worse than the simulation results by design code system.
In general, the agreement with the measured data and
between different code systems is good but WIMS/RFSP
predicts lower peak bundle and channel powers than the
design code system.

Refueling scheme and fuel management

Due to higher fissile content in DUPIC fuel, a typical
8-bundle shift refueling scheme is not appropriate for
DUPIC core. The time-average and instantaneous
simulation have shown that a 2-bundle shift refueling
scheme is most adequate and a 4-bundle shift refueling
scheme could also be applied. For the 2-bundle shift
refueling scheme, the axial power shape is somewhat

different from that of an 8-bundle-shifted natural uranium
core. Because only two fresh fuel bundles are loaded in
a channel, the channel power is peaked at the channel
inlet and humped in the center region where most of the
reactivity devices are located. Therefore the power
distribution is more flattened in the DUPIC core compared
to that of the natural uranium core but, at the same time,
the reactivity worths of devices are degraded because the
neutron importance is lower in the center region of the
core. For the reference DUPIC fuel, the average discharge
bumup is around 15,000 MWD/T when a 2-bundle shift
refueling scheme is applied.

Refueling simulation

For a 2-bundle shift refueling simulation, the average peak
channel and bundle powers were 6843 kW and 830 kW,
which correspond to 6.3% and 11.2% margins to the
license limits for operation. The Channel Power Peaking
Factor (CPPF), defined as the ratio of current channel
power over the reference one, increases up to 1.11 while
the average CPPF over 600 FPD is 1.07, which is close
to that of the natural uranium core. During the simulation,
the zone controller level varies sensitively to compensate
for the local power peaking caused mainly by the highly
reactive DUPIC fuel and the axially decoupled power
shape. For a 4-bundle shift refueling simulation, the CPPF
is higher than that of a 2-bundle shift refueling scheme
and the peak channel and bundle powers are more close
to the operating limits. The average margins to the license
limits of channel and bundle power are 3.7% and 5.7%,
respectively.

For the DUPIC fuel in a CANDU reactor, the power
envelope of fuel element decreases linearly with fuel
burnup because there is no plutonium peak for mid-bumup
DUPIC fuels. The power increment upon refueling is
relatively large for low burnup fuels because of
channel-front-peaked axial power shape and high fissile
content. Nonetheless both the 2-bundle and 4-bundle shift
refueling schemes possess enough margin to SCC
threshold of UO2 fuel. The maximum linear element rating
(LER) is 55 kW/m.

B. Reactivity Effects due to Perturbation

Temperature reactivity effect

One of the most important reactivity feedback effects is
the Doppler coefficient because it is an immediate
feedback to fuel temperature change. For DUPIC fuel, the
Doppler is negative until 10,000 MWD/T and then
becomes positive. Therefore the Doppler coefficient of the
DUPIC core could be negative on the average but locally
some fuels have positive values. The Doppler feedback
effect was examined for operational transient such as a
refueling operation12. The transient calculation has shown
that the local positive Doppler coefficient does not
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significantly increase the fuel temperature because the
Doppler coefficient itself is very small and the fuel
bundles of positive Doppler are located at the channel end
where the neutron importance is relatively low.

For natural uranium CANDU core of equilibrium bumup,
a positive heat transport system temperature coefficient is
detected when both the fuel and coolant temperature rise
from room temperature to operating temperature of the
coolant mostly due to the density effect of the coolant.
In the CANDU system, such a positive reactivity is
controlled by the mechanical control absorber (MCA).
During normal operation, the excess reactivity induced by
the on-power refueling and subsequent feedback effects
are compensated by the 14 zone controller units, which
are working interactively with the local power detection
systems.

Coolant void reactivity effect

Due to specific CANDU fuel lattice configuration, the
coolant void reactivity is positive for both the natural
uranium and DUPIC fuel. Therefore the CANDU reactor
has two independent fast-acting shutdown systems. For
DUPIC fuel, the power pulse upon loss of coolant
accident (LOCA) will be higher than that of the natural
uranium core because of low delayed neutron fraction. In
order to overcome such a disadvantage of DUPIC fuel,
a poison material was used in the center rod of a DUPIC
fuel bundle. The 20% inlet header break (IHB) calculation
has shown that the power pulse of DUPIC core is kept
below that of the natural uranium core. The bumup
penalty due to poison material is about 3,000 MWD/T.

C. Reactivity Control System

Light water zone control system

In a CANDU reactor, the ZCU is the only mechanism that
controls the excess reactivity and power distribution
during normal operation. In DUPIC core, the reactivity
worth of ZCU is reduced by 19% compared with that of
natural uranium core. The function of bulk and spatial
controllability was confirmed by the refueling simulation.
The 600 FPD refueling simulation has shown that the
maximum channel and bundle powers possess enough
margin to the license limits. During a transient like a
refueling operation, the temperature and xenon feedback
effects are also compensated by ZCU. So far the
temperature feedback effect has been analyzed with a
conservative ZCU speed of ± 1%/s and it was found that
the feedback effects are readily suppressed and the ZCU
level reaches their asymptotic level without any harsh
effects to the core.

Adjuster rod system

For the DUPIC core, the equilibrium xenon concentration

is higher because of lower thermal flux level (the flux
levels are 1.40 x I014 and 1.86 x I014 n/cm2 -s for DUPIC
and natural uranium core, respectively) caused by higher
fissile content. But more xenon is decayed at the earlier
stage and the xenon reactivity load is smaller for DUPIC
core. For the spatial effect on xenon reactivity, the form
factor of DUPIC core is 0.61 at equilibrium bumup while
that of natural uranium core is 0.55. The higher form
factor (more flattening) enhances a slightly less weighting
factor for xenon load in the finite medium. Therefore the
spatial effect also introduces less xenon reactivity load in
a DUPIC core.

In a DUPIC core the reactivity worth of the adjuster
system is reduced by 44% compared with that of natural
uranium core. At half an hour after shutdown, the xenon
reactivity load is -5.7 mk and -12.4 mk for DUPIC and
natural uranium core, respectively. But, because the
reactivity worth of adjuster rods for the equilibrium
CANDU core loaded with DUPIC fuel is 8.7 mk under
2-bundle shift refueling scheme, the reactivity worth of
the adjuster rods is more than needed for half an hour
xenon override capability13.

D. Reactor Safety

Shutdown System

The safety of DUPIC core14 was assessed for the 20%
inlet header break (IHB) LOCA of the CANDU-6 reactor.
For the IHB, only the fuel channels in the left half of the
core, when faced from the front, is voided because the
coolant is fed by two separate headers. There are two
kinds of neutron flux trip involved in this scenario: high
neutron flux trip and high log-rate of neutron flux trip.
The former trip set point is assumed to be 118% of
nominal power, whereas the latter trip set point is assumed
to be 0.173/s. Conservatively, whichever comes later is
assumed to be effective, which turns out to be the high
log-rate trip. During the simulation, it was assumed that
only 26 SOR's were inserted and the two most effective
SOR's were not working. The 20% IHB LOCA were
analyzed for the three different cores for comparison: the
2-bundle shift refueling DUPIC core, 4-bundle shift
refueling DUPIC core, and the 8-bundle shift refueling
natural uranium CANDU core. For the DUPIC core, the
effect of refueling scheme on the reactor power pulse
behavior is not appreciable. But, compared to the natural
uranium core, the peak power pulse of the DUPIC core
is about 7% lower. This is thought to be caused by the
different coolant void reactivity insertion due to the added
poison in the center pin of a DUPIC fuel bundle and the
difference in the channel coolant density behavior caused
by the channel power profiles which are quite different
in the natural uranium and DUPIC fuel core.

For the 2-bundle shift DUPIC core, the trip signal was
initiated at 0.473 sec after the IHB. At 0.911 sec, the
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SOR's reached the core top position which is two lattice
pitches (LP) above the top channel. During the LOCA
transient, the maximum reactivity insertions were 0.52$
and 0.63$ for the DUPIC and natural uranium core,
respectively. As a result, it can be seen that the safety
performance of the DUPIC core is no worse than that of
the natural uranium CANDU core when the coolant void
reactivity of a DUPIC fuel bundle is controlled by a
poison material.

E. Fuel Composition Heterogeneity

Fuel fabrication

In order to achieve a uniform fuel composition of the
major fissile isotopes, it was designed to blend the spent
PWR fuel with fresh uranium such as slightly enriched
uranium (SEU) and depleted uranium (DU). The spent
PWR fuel utilization factor and the amounts of SEU and
DU necessary for the DUPIC fuel fabrication were
estimated and the reference DUPIC fuel composition was
determined such that the spent PWR fuel utilization factor
is more than 85%. Under this condition, the reference
contents of the major fissile isotopes like 23 U and 239Pu
are 0.9wt% and 0.47wt%, respectively. For the fabrication
of DUPIC fuel, the manufacturing tolerance of those two
isotopes was assumed as ±0.1%.

The composition of other fissile and fission product
materials can not be controlled, and the uncertainty of the
bundle power due to these material was calculated by a
simple error propagation formula. If the nominal values
are used for the composition variation of all the isotopes
(here, the nominal variation of major fissile isotopes is ±
0.1%), the bundle power variation will be 1.4%.
Considering the fact that the average value of the
maximum bundle power from the refueling simulation of
reference DUPIC core is about 2.7% lower than that of
the natural uranium core, the variation of bundle power
due to the fuel composition seems to be reasonably small.

Core performance

The effect of fuel composition heterogeneity on the core
performance was estimated by a refueling simulation
using ten different fuel types. The ten fuel types were
defined based on a 8U content in the DUPIC fuel. During
the refueling simulation, the fuel type was determined by
a random number generator. The refueling simulation was
performed for 600 FPD and the results are compared to
those of the reference DUPIC fuel and natural uranium
CANDU core. The results have shown that the maximum
channel and bundle powers do not deteriorate much when
the nominal variation of isotopic composition is
considered. The average maximum channel and bundle
power are lower than those of the natural uranium core
by 0.2% and 2.7%, respectively.

For the fabrication density of DUPIC fuel, it was assumed
that the reference DUPIC fuel has a density of 10.4 g/cm3.
Typically the fuel fabrication density has a small variation
of the order of ±0.1%. This variation is defined as a
manufacturing tolerance and is continuously monitored
during the manufacturing process. The DUPIC fuel will
have the manufacturing tolerance too but the magnitude
of the tolerance is unknown yet. In order to see the effect
of the manufacturing tolerance to the DUPIC core
performance, the refueling simulations were performed
using the low density (10.0 g/cm3) and high density (10.8
g/cm3) DUPIC fuels. For these fuels the manufacturing
tolerance is equivalent to ±3.8% of the nominal fuel
density. The refueling simulations with DUPIC fuels of
different density have shown that the performance
parameters of the DUPIC core with the low, nominal and
high density fuel are similar to each other.

F. Remote Fuel Handling Technique

Fuel transportation and storage

The inventory of long-lived fission products in DUPIC
fuel will be greater than in natural uranium fuel because
a spent DUPIC fuel bundle will achieve a higher total
burnup than natural uranium fuel bundles. Consequently,
the decay heat from DUPIC fuel bundles at long cooling
times will be higher than from natural uranium fuel
bundles, which means the spent DUPIC fuel must cool
for more than 6 years before transfer to dry storage. It
may be required to wait for 10 years or longer for decay
heat to fall below 6 watts. This would mean the spent fuel
bay would need to accommodate a greater number of fuel
bundles and the heat load of spent fuel in the bay would
increase.

Refueling machine

The use of DUPIC fuel involves handling of highly
radioactive fresh fuel. In principle it should be possible
to load fresh fuel from the spent fuel bay. The fresh fuel
is shipped from the fuel fabricator to the spent fuel bay
and moved to the canal into the discharge bay inside the
reactor building. New equipment would be needed to
move the fresh fuel from the cart onto the ladle of the
fuel transfer elevators. Once loaded on the ladle, the
elevator could bring a pair of fuel bundles up to the
elevation of the discharge port. New equipment would be
needed to push the fuel bundle pair from the ladle through
the port and into the fueling machine magazine. Once in
the fueling machine the remote operation of the existing
fueling machines with the reactor at power will allow
refueling.

Heavy-water system

The use of DUPIC fuel is not expected to require changes
to the minimum difference in heavy water isotopic needed
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between the heavy water of the moderator and heat
transport system. In addition one assumes there would be
a minimum isotopic content for the coolant and the use
of DUPIC fuel would continue to encourage the highest
isotopic in the moderator system. For that reason design
of the new fuel handling system should pay careful
attention to the amount of light water that would be
carried into the fueling machine with the fresh fuel
bundles.

G. Radiation Protection

Radiation effect to reactor hardware

The use of DUPIC fuel in a CANDU 6 reactor generally
leads to a flatter power distribution in the core. That
flatter power distribution implies steeper flux gradients
towards the ends of the core and the radial edge of the
core. The steeper flux gradients mean increased neutron
leakage both axially and radially. Any increase in the axial
leakage will result in: i) higher neutron damage fluence
rates at critical components in the end-shield particularly
at the rolled joints between the pressure tubes and the
end-fittings and the weld between the heavy steel plates
used to construct the calandria-side tube-sheets, ii) higher
nuclear heating in the end-shield as a result of fast
neutrons depositing their energy in the end-shields and the
prompt capture gammas generated by thermal neutron
capture depositing their energy in the end-shields. There
would also be a slight, but probably negligible, increase
in the heat transferred from the calandria-side tube-sheets
to the moderator heavy water, and iii) higher radiation
fluxes throughout the end-shield and, consequently, higher
does rates outside the end-shield.

Any increase in radial leakage would increase the fast and
thermal neutron currents leaving the core reflector
boundary. The extra leakage would: i) increase the amount
of thermal neutron capture in the calandria. That would
raise the nuclear energy deposited in the calandria and the
reflector, ii) increase the temperatures of the calandria
structure slightly, iii) increase the fast neutron damage
fluxes in the calandria particularly at the corners of the
calandria sub-shells and the annular plates, iv) increase the
thermal neutron flux at the ion chambers, and v) increase
the radiation streaming through the vertical reactivity
mechanism penetrations above the calandria. The increase
in dose rates above the reactivity mechanism deck would
be proportional to the increase in leakage but is unlikely
to demand additional shielding. There may be a slight
concern with the nuclear heating in vertical reactivity
devices parked outside the calandria shell.

Thermal shield

The CANDU 6 has two thermal shields whose function
is to ensure nuclear heating in a component is low enough
to be tolerable. These are the radial water shield outside

the calandria main-shell and the steel slab shielding
protecting the embedment rings of the end shields. Both
shields are designed to ensure the concrete temperatures
are below 65.6°C. The increased neutron leakage will
increase nuclear heating in these components. However,
the thermal shields were over-designed and the
expectation is that new analyses would show that the
increases in nuclear heating could be tolerated without any
design change.

H. Fuel Cycle Economics

Fuel material flow

For the DUPIC fuel cycle analysis, a 1,000 MWe capacity
is assumed for each PWR and CANDU reactor involved.
The thermal efficiency of these reactors are 37.1% for
PWR and 33.0% for CANDU, while the load factors are
80.0% for PWR and 90.0% for CANDU, respectively.
Considering the current trend in PWR fuel burnup, a high
burnup case of 50 MWD/kgU as well as nominal one (35
MWD/kgU) have been chosen as the bases. For these two
PWR fuel burnups, the relevant DUPIC fuel burnup in a
CANDU correspond to 18 MWD/kgHM for nominal and
13 MWD/kgHM for high bumup PWR fuels, respectively.
Based on these burnup values, the number of reactor ratios
between PWR and CANDU for mass balance relevant to
DUPIC fuel cycle are 2.5 and 4.8 for nominal and high
burnup PWR fuel, respectively.

Unit cost of fuel cycle component

For preliminary assessment of DUPIC fuel cycle
economics, published data of unit costs (e.g. OECD/NEA)
have been used wherever available for transparency of the
assumptions. For the unknown cost components such as
the costs of DUPIC fuel fabrication and of spent DUPIC
fuel disposal cost factors were multiplied with speculative
allowance to pertinent reference data. For example, the
fabrication cost of DUPIC fuel was assumed as ten times
higher than the natural uranium CANDU fuel fabrication
cost and the disposal cost of spent DUPIC fuel was
assumed as twice that of spent CANDU fuel.

Fuel cycle cost analysis

Once the assumptions on unit costs are made, they are
converted to levelized fuel cycle costs by an appropriate
calculation procedure. In this study, an 8.5% discount rate
per year is used, which is somewhat higher than
considered in OECD/NEA report. The levelized fuel cycle
costs are calculated by considering an appropriate material
flow and a discount rate for each of the fuel cycle
components. Loss factors ranging from 0.5 to 1% are also
considered in the mass flow calculation. The actual costs
are then calculated by multiplying electricity generated
from power plants considered.
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The analysis has shown that the DUPIC fuel cycle is
competitive to once-through fuel cycle owing to the
synergistic effects of PWR-CANDU combination which
saves the natural uranium ore requirements and reduces
the spent fuel arisings substantially. A parametric analysis
of economic break-even points with variables of dominant
cost factors was performed too. In this study, the
economic range of DUPIC fuel fabrication cost is
analyzed with spent PWR fuel disposal cost as variable
and uranium ore prices as given numbers, and a
parametric analysis has shown that the DUPIC fuel
fabrication would compete with once-through cycles up to
a DUPIC fuel fabrication cost of about 730$/kg.

VI. CONCLUSION

This work summaries the technical issues on DUPIC fuel
compatibility with CANDU reactor and the preliminary
results of compatibility assessment. The assessments on
fuel management, reactor safety, fuel handling and
economics have shown that it is feasible to use DUPIC
fuel in an existing CANDU reactor without hardware
changes. But, in order to ensure the compatibility of
DUPIC fuel with a CANDU reactor, it will be necessary
to perform in-depth studies on reactor physics and safety
analysis, quantitative analysis on fuel handling and
radiation protection, and general analysis on fuel cycle
economics.
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2.1

2.1.1

U, Mo,

fl-tf** S ^ « T J 1 514. Mo, Tc, Ru, Rh,

^ ^ ( A g , Cd, In, Sn, Sb, T e ) ^ 7}?^

Nd, La, Y, Sm, Eu, Gd, Pm, ztejjn. Zr

Pd^r ^ - ^ ^

*11 sf

Elements
Xe. Kr
Br. I

Rb, Cs
Mo. Tc, Ru, Rh. Tc

Ag, Cd, In, Sn, Sb, Ba

Nd.La,Y,Nd.Sm.Eu.Gd.Pm,Zr.Ce,Pr

Chemical States
Noble Gas
Volatiles

Reactive. Cs-U-O, Cs-Mo-O
Metal. Mo can be oxide
Metal.d Low TM Oxide

Precipitates
Soluble to Fuel Matrix

Notation
Xe
Br
Cs
M
Cd

Ba
Ln

Table 1. Elements and chemical state of each group of fission products.

2.1.2.

(hypostoichiometric regionH*! :^(charge neutrality)^

+4

Elements

Pu,Ce,Pr

Nd,La.Y.Nb.Sm,Eu.Gd,Pm
Zr.Mo

Valence

+3,+4

+3
+4

Characteristics
Mainly +4,+3 in reducing

condition.
always +3
always +4

Table 2. Grouping of soluble F.P's and their valence in fuel solid solution

Nd S.*[4,5]*
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Figure 4. Critical O/U value of urania fuel. Mo can

control the stoichiometry of fuel if the O/U value is

under the line.

2.1.3.2.

100967V

Elements

Xe.Kr,Rn
Br,I

Cs,Rb
Mo
Rh
Ru
Pd

Elimination during Dry Process(%)
High Elimination

100
100
99
99
100
100
30

Low Elimination
95
95
90
0

40
10
0

Table 3. Two scenarios of elemental elimination during Dry Process.

. O/Mtf
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Figure 5. Oxygen potential of DUPIC Figure 6. Oxygen potential of DUPIC

fuel during irradiation in the low fuel during irradiation in the low
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K =

UO27V

CANDU

K(T) = K0(T)
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Figure 8. The value of scattering parameters with

respect to burnup[12].

K = K 0 ( l - 2 . 5 P )

K = Kr
1

(1 ~ q)
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$[12],
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s.ifl «H1 # $

Pu-239 *$Ad

CANDU «QgS.

^ 8 3 «ti*l

££*(*}• ^ ^ (collapsible)

PWR<H1 Hlsfl 1.5-2 afl*

a*.
- -

Table 4. Characteristic difference between CANDU and LWR fuels. ('Calculation

using 0RIGEN2).

3.2

ELESIME26H-M

= - a, C) - b,Ci + et (FASTGRASS)

G =
71 i,

^-g-«(l(resolution)

, b

-i-(fission rate)

FASTGRASS ELESIM

Figure 11. Fission Gas Release Models
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FASTGRASS4 ELESIM4M
FASTGRASS

. ELESIMi-ii, 715.>?M-

/mol

Sl?)|
FASTGRASSS. CANDU

, FASTGRASS^l 4 ^ " i ^ A ?l^(parameter)»
fe ^ A ^1-S.l- CANDU «I«SS1 * ^ * 1 S H ^ S i ^ .
-iV^l^ro]4. FASTGRASS^^d Activation energy7j- 91 kcal
70 kcal/molS. s H S H , ^ i - CANDU
^ 7l2U| 7l^l^-^-^l^(Preexponential constant)!-

^ 300w/cm, 400w/cm, 500w/cm, 560w/cm ofl^s

26

24

22

20
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16
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12
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Figxire 12. Fission gas release
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3.3 *|4fft f-^^1

t*i.£(gap conductance)!- CANDUai^S.'Hl SMI *M fl*H
FRAPCON-IH^

CANDU«|-glLfe

7](roughness)^

Htot = H R + HGAS + HSOL

HR

. HGAS ^ HSOL^T

TT ^ m leant
"SOL — Q C N , i n - 3 D l / 2

(thermal jump distance)^4. =L*\JL Km^ R-& ^ 1 ^ 1 4 3 | ^ - ^ ^ ^ . 4 l^^Tf l^s f 71

Meyer

300-560 W/cm A H ° I 1 ^ FRAPCON-IH1

[7]. ^7]A^ ̂ -^1 7151x7 ELESIM^-S ^ « - 1 4 ° | i 1^1 7]5.fe FRAPCON-2S1
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Pu-2394

= 1 + 10exp(-9.7V rz-r)

(cross

fe FRAPCON-U1
H*f|5}-$lcf.(ORIGEN2

=L$o)3_t ELESIM 4 HlJiL«- f. 500 W/cm gj 560

- 560 W/cm)
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Figure 14. CANDU fuel center line temperatures obtained

by ELESIM and FRAPCON-II.
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Figure 17. Temperature profiles in CANDU and
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Xe, Ru, Cs
fll l >̂  M ^ ^ I 3.3L
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1- ^ pollucite(CsAlSi2O6)7V
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a 2.

Cesium loading

quantity,

g-Cs2O/g-fly ash

0.07

0.16
0.31

0.46
0.61
0.68
0.77

Phase

Before desorption

Quartz, Mullite

Pollucite, Quartz*, Mullite*

Pollucite

Pollucite, CsAlSiO4

Pollucite, CsAlSiO4

Pollucite, CsAlSiO4

Pollucite, CsAlSiO4

After desorption

Quartz, Mullite

Pollucite, Quartz*, Mullite*

Pollucite

Pollucite, CsAlSiO4

Pollucite, CsAlSiO4

Pollucite, CsAlSiC-4
Pollucite, CsAlSiO4

* Trace
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BaCO3 + RuO2 -* BaRuO3 + CO2

SrCO3 + RuO2 -»• SrRuO3 + CO2

La2O3 + 2RuO2 - • LaRuO3 + 1/2 (h

Y2O3 + 2RuO2 -> Y2Ru207

Nd2O3 + 2RuO2 — Nd2Ru2O7

K ^ + 2RuO2 + 11/2 O2 ~* 2KRu2O8

Rb2O + 2RuO2 + 11/2 O2 -* 2RbRu2O8

Na2O2 + 3R\iQh + Ru -* 2NaRu2O4

Li2O + RuO2 -* LiizRuOs
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Fig. 1. X-ray diffraction patterns of cesium trapped fly ashes under the air.
(A) 0.07 g-Cs2O/fly ash; (B) 0.16 g-Cs2O/g-fly ash; (C)0.31 g-Cs2O/
g-fly ash; (D) 0.46 g-Cs2O/g-fly ash; (E) 0.77 g-Cs2O/g-fly ash
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Fig. 4 Ceramic foam filters of fly ash (A) before trapping cesium

and (B) after trapping cesium under the hydrogen

atmosphere
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ABSTRACT

Plasma etching process of UO2 by using fluorine containing gas plasma is studied as

a secondary fuel removal process for DUPIC (Direct Use of PWR spent fuel Into

Candu) process which is taken into consideration for potential future fuel cycle in

Korea. CF4/O2 gas mixture is chosen for reactant gas and the etching rates of UO2 by

the gas plasma are investigated as functions of CF4/O2 ratio, plasma power, substrate

temperature, and plasma gas pressure. It is found that the optimum CF4/O2 ratio is

around 4:1 at all temperatures up to 400°C and the etching rate increases with

increasing r.f. power and substrate temperature. Under 150W r.f. power the etching rate

reaches 1100 monolayers/min at 400°C, which is equivalent to about 0.5mm/min.

I. INTRODUCTION

According to the future nuclear power program, the number of CANDU reactors to

that of PWRs reaches one third in Korea in early 21st century, which coincidentally

makes the idea of DUPIC fuel cycle plausible. The idea basically stems from that the

fissile isotope inventory in discharged PWR spent fuels (~1.0w/o) is more than that in

the natural uranium (~0.7w/o) which is used for CANDU reactor fuel.

In DUPIC process first step is to separate the burned UO2 fuel from the

disassembled PWR spent fuel rods. The extracted spent UO2 fuel is 'oxidized and

reduced' repeatedly, according to so-called OREOX (Oxidation and REduction of OXide
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fuel) process, to be made for resinterable powder. Along with the main process UO2

residuals on the decladded hull should be removed in conformity with a requirement or

a criteria that the transuranic (TRU) recovery in the overall decladding process must be

greater than 99.9%.

Most candidate mechanical decladding technologies are unable to recover more than

98 to 99.5% of the heavy metal/metal oxide. A part of the remainder will be present

as adherent dust and some may also be chemically bonded to the zirconium oxide layer

on the inside of the fuel pins. Therefore, another process for additional removal of the

last portion of the fuel is required, which also removes the alpha contamination from

the clad to a level qualifying the fuel hulls as non-TRU waste.

As one of the secondary processes proposed a dry etching technique by fluorine

containing gas plasma is being studied since the process meets the restrictive condition

that the whole DUPIC fuel manufacturing processes are supposed to be dry ones and

remote-controllable.

For current study CF4/O2 mixture gas plasma is used since the high reactivity of

uranium compound with fluorine is well-known.

II. BRIEF REVIEW ON RELATED EARLIER WORKS

• Low temperature (below 800K) reaction of UO2 under one atmospheric pressure of

F2 was studied by weight loss measurements by Iwasaki [1] and by Vandenbussche [2].

Ultimate reaction products are UF6 and O2 while a variety of intermediate reaction

products such as (UC^F and UO2F2 are identified.

• A quasi-equilibrium reaction model predicted that at high temperature (above

1000K) under low pressure of F2 (107 ~ 10"4 Torr) the higher fluoride UF5 and UF6

formations should be suppressed in favor of UF4 formation and atomic fluorine[3,4].

However, in those studies elucidation of the reaction mechanism was limited since

they were overall reactions in equilibrium or in quasi-equilibrium.

• Kinetic study on UO2 + F2 reaction by modulated molecular beam mass

spectrometry was carried out[5].

It was found that the reaction product is UF4 and the reaction probability is higher

than 10~2 and authors claimed that the reaction mechanism is the second order surface

reaction coupled with double diffusion process. Their results, however, should be

carefully extrapolated to those of the reactions under high pressure and low temperature

since their experiment was carried out at high temperature above 1000 K under high

vacuum condition.

• It is relatively well-known that major radicals produced during the plasma

generation are CO, CO2, COF2, F2 and F though the mole fractions of the products
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depend on the O2 content in the feed gas[6].

However, it is always comprehended that the produced radicals and their mole

fractions are strongly influenced by plasma configuration such as plasma power, gas

pressure, distance between electrodes, etc.

• Research on the plasma etching process of Pu and PuO2 was performed by same

mixture gas plasma recently[7].

It was found that the etching rate of Pu metal is a few A/sec while that of PuO2

is about five to ten times greater. In the experiment O2 mole fraction was set to be

10% and total pressure was varied from 0.1 Torr to 0.6 Torr. Reaction chamber is a

long cylinder made of thick quartz and the r. f. power of 50W was applied by wound

electrical coil outside.

III. EXPERIMENTAL

• The apparatus for UO2 etching by CF4/O2 mixture gas plasma was designed and

manufactured to meet the experimental purpose (Figure 1).

Sample substrate can be heated up to 800°C by electrical heater in the reaction

chamber, and maximum 4" diameter disk or wafer-like sample can be etched with up to

r. f. power of 600W. The mass flow controllers fine-control the flow rates of CF4 and

O2 gas and mix them before they reach the reaction chamber. Gas plasma pressure is

controlled by the total flow rate of mixed gas while O2 mole fraction is varied.

Distance between the parallel electrodes can be adjusted up to 10cm, however, it

remains stationary for the following experiments.

• In the experiments thin disks of natural uranium dioxide cut out of a pellet is used

as specimens. Prior to the etching reaction it is polished by grit 600 sandpaper,

cleaned by ultrasonic cleaner. It is baked at 200°C for 10 minutes in the ultra-high

vacuum to evaporate the adsorbed moisture on the surface.

• Etching rate is determined by weight loss measurement before and after the etching

process with electro-micro balance whose sensitivity limit is 10'5 g.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

• In the experiments gas pressure in the reaction chamber was maintained at 0.3 Torr

while O2 mole fraction is varied and r.f. plasma power was applied only up to 150W

because of temperature control difficulties due to internal heating of the chamber.

• First, under the r.f. power of 100W the etching rates were examined with various

CF4/O2 ratios at 200°C substrate temperature. Exposure duration was 100 minutes. The
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etching rate is estimated with following formula:

N5
a

3T~

M

where M = UO2 atomic mass, 270.03 g/mole,

p = UO2 density, 10.96 g/cm3,

A = area of UO2 sample,

w = weight loss due to the etching,

t = exposure duration to plasmas.

The whole experiments were repeated at several substrate temperatures and the

results are plotted in Figure 2.

• In the figure optimum CF4/O2 ratio for the plasma etching process is revealed to

be around 4:1 at all temperatures up to 400°C. The peak etching rates increase with

increasing substrate temperatures while the etching rates outside the optimum

composition remains almost same. Additional examinations on the plasma gas

composition in detail at different plasma configuration also confirmed the optimum

composition (open symbol data in Fig. 2).

• Experiments were repeated with higher r. f. power, 100W, and lower power, 150W,

to see the rate enhancement. Even at r.f. power of 50W the peak etching rates at the

optimum composition were noticeable at the temperatures. However, all the etching

rates at the outside the composition were indiscernible, below 100 monolayers/min., at

various temperatures, which means that gas plasma is developed not enough to promote

the overall surface reaction because of lower power.

• Experimental results at r.f. power of 150W are shown in Figure 3. In the figure

the peak etching rates at the optimum gas composition were vividly observed while the

peaks seems to be broader than those at lower r.f. powers. At 400°C the peak etching

rate reaches 1050 monolayers/min., which is equivalent to about 0.5mm/min.

• It is fundamentally believed that, in the current reaction of UO2 with CF4/O2

mixture gas plasma, fluorine atoms or fluorine containing radicals reacts with surface

atoms, especially U atom, and the carbon residuals decomposed from carbon tetra-

fluoride deposit on the surface and can retard the surface reaction. In actual, this is

the reason mat oxygen gas is injected in the feed gas to pick up the carbon atoms to

form volatile species such CO or CO2. In this respect, it can be understood that the

experimental results reveal an optimum gas plasma composition for the peak etching

rates. That is, at lower gas composition than the optimal one the surface reaction is
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suppressed due to the carbon residuals while at higher gas composition higher reactivity

of uranium with oxygen atom than fluorine atoms or fluorine containing radicals may

prevent from the formation of volatile reaction products such uranium tetra- or

hexa-fluorides. The former was demonstrated by XPS(X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy)

analysis of surface atom concentration in Figure 4. The figure shows that surface

carbon concentration on the reacted surface at the optimum composition of 20% is

much lower than that at 10% composition. The carbon peaks on both surfaces are in

detail in Fig. 5, in which carbon intensity on the optimally reacted surface is only one

third that on the non-optimally (10% composition) reacted surface.

• Figure 6 shows that the etching rates are almost linearly proportional to r. f. power

while Figure 7 shows that they are also increasing with increasing substrate temperature.

To draw decent conclusions more experimental data need to be generated.

• The etching rate in this experiment is about ten times higher than that for PuCh

etching, however, the optimum gas compositions are similar in both cases[7]. The

overall reaction in this study is believed to produce uranium tetra- or hexafluorides and

carbon mono- or dioxide, or all together. They will be identified by using quadrupole

mass spectrometer and the study on the UO2 stoichiometry change and surface

modification will be followed. In addition the reaction will be examined as a function

of mixture gas pressure to elucidate the reaction mechanism.
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ABSTRACT

As the strategy for DUPICQirect Use of Spent PWR Fuel in CANDU
Reactor) process safeguards, the neutron detection method was introduced to
account for nuclear materials in the whole DUPIC process by selectively
measuring spontaneous fission neutron signals from 244Cm. DSNC was
designed and manufactured to measure the amount of curium in the fuel bundle
and associated process samples in the DUPIC fuel cycle. The MCNP code had
been used to design and simulate the counter to obtain a uniform detector
response profile along the length of the CANDU type fuel bundle. It was found
experimentally that the output signal variation due to the overall azimuthal
asymmetry was less than 0.2%. The longitudinal detection efficiency distribution
at every position including both ends was kept less than 2% from the average
value. Spent fuel standards almost similar to DUPIC process material were
fabricated from a single spent PWR fuel rod and the performance verification of
the DSNC is in progress under very high radiation environment. The results of
this test will be eventually benchmarked with other sources such as code
simulation, chemical analysis and gamma analysis.

COREMAS-DUPIC has been developed for the accountability management
of nuclear materials treated by DUPIC facility. This system is able to track the
controlled nuclear materials maintaining the material inventory in near-real time
and to generate the required material accountability records and reports.

Concerning the containment and surveillance technology, a focused R&D
effort is given to the development of unattended continuous monitoring system.
Currently, the component technologies of radiation monitoring and surveillance
have been established, and continued R&D efforts are given to the integration
of the components into automatic safeguards diagnostics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

DUPIC process is to produce CANDU-type fuel directly out of spent PWR
fuel material with no alternation of composition of spent fuel throughout the
whole process. The characteristics of DUPIC process could be summarised in
no separation of process material, difficulty of direct access to material due to
high radiation, and remote operation of fuel fabrication behind heavy shields [1].

The characteristics of DUPIC process in terms of safeguards are (1) that
major part of process contains the bulk form of spent fuel material thus material
unaccounted for has to be evaluated periodically, (2) that there is no IAEA
safeguards criteria available for use as reference in establishing a facility
safeguards system, (3) that there no known measurement technologies to
DUPIC material accountability, and finally (4) that almost all transfer of nuclear
material including process generated wastes transfer take place in shielded
casks, thus there is no positive verification technique to assess the contents of
the cask [2].

The related safeguards issues have been reviewed and worked out for
experimental verification through the joint efforts of KAERI and LANL since
1995. And the results of joint study so far revealed that there were three
essential technologies required for establishing IAEA safeguards system; those
are nuclear material measurement technology, automated nuclear material
accountability system and containment and surveillance technology. For
safeguards implementation under these circumstances, KAERI and LANL have
been jointly pursuing to develop an appropriate nuclear material verification
system, named DSNC (DUPIC Safeguards Neutron Counter), by introducing
the neutron coincidence measurement technology [3-5].

The major source of neutron in the spent fuel at discharge is from 238Pu,
24oPu 242Pu 242Cm a n d 244Qm However, the composition of these isotopes
varies with cooling time and 244Cm becomes the dominant source of neutron
where all other isotopes remain about 2 order of magnitude lower than 244Cm if
the burnup is higher than ~25 GWd/tU and cooling time is over ~3 years. In
curium-based safeguards approach, 244Cm content in DUPIC process material
remains constant, and therefore is used as nuclear material accountability.
DSNC is a neutron multiplicity counter that can be used to measure the
spontaneous fission neutrons from 244Cm at the process input (rod-cuts), the
mixed oxide (MOX) powder stage, the finished product CANDU bundles, and
waste components.

Eventually this neutron measurement system will be integrated together with
near real time accountability system into a single operational safeguards
system for future DUPIC pilot plant. In the meantime R&D works will be carried
out during the lab scale DUPIC process operation with total throughput of 200
kg of U-based spent PWR fuel material.
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II. NDA INSTRUMENT

1. Design and Fabrication of DSNC

DSNC design was done jointly with KAERI and LANL The design of DSNC
was based on the well-type neutron coincidence counter and substantial
shielding was added to protect the 3He tube/electronics from the intense
gamma-rays of DUPIC process material with maximum surface dose of ~104

R/h. The Monte Carlo neutron and photon( MCNP) code has been used to
design the DSNC to have a uniform response profile along the length of the
CANDU-type fuel bundle that has a diameter of 10 cm and a length of 50 cm. In
accordance with design specification KAERI has built DSNC. Figure 1 shows
the solid delineation and the photo of manufactured DSNC.

Tungsten shield of 4 cm in thickness was used to protect 3He tube and its
electronics from high gamma radiation of spent fuel. A single ring of 18 3He
tubes was loaded in the high density polyethylene moderator and each of the
3He tubes was connected to an individual preamplifier to reduce the gamma-ray
pileup problem. Preamplifier status lamp was attached to each tube in order to
monitor visually its normal operation in the hot cell.

DSNC was designed such way that all types of DUPIC process material
(CANDU-type bundle, powder, rod-cut, hulls, wastes and samples) could be
accommodated in a single system to spare in hot cell during the lab scale
operation. One way of achieving this goal is to level off detection efficiency
along the axial direction of tube. Normally both ends of neutron counter gives
lower detection efficiency compared to its mid position. In order to flatten
detection efficiency, neutron reflector such as nickel or graphite was mounted at
both ends and various size of cadmium strip was attached along the central
portion of 28-inch long 3He tube individually. The final adjustment resulted in
Fig. 2 showing relative deviation of ±2%.

The 18 amplifiers are grouped into 3 signal output lines with 6 amplifiers
each to provide diagnostic information as well as the capability to reduce the
counting rate in the shift register. Every third tube is connected to each of the
signal lines to maintain the azimuthal symmetry when it is not in use. As shown
in Fig. 3, the detector response of each group from 252Cf neutron showed
negligible relative differences.

2. Hot Cell Experiment

Figure 4 shows the general procedure for hot cell experiment and instrument
authentication plan of the DSNC. SFS(Spent Fuel Standards) almost similar to
DUPIC process material were fabricated to perform hot experiment on DSNC.

SFS were prepared from a single spent PWR fuel rod at PIEF(Post
Irradiation Examination Facility) and gamma spectrometry and scanning were
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done to obtain the basic information about the fuel rod before cutting in 10 cm
average length (Table 1 and Fig. 5). The whole rod was cut evenly to give 36
rod cuts and each rod cut was enclosed into CANDU fuel clad, sealed with
resin, and covered with Zircaloy-4 end cap to prevent contamination spread in
the hot cell (Fig. 6). When 36 SFS are bundled together their radial size
become comparable to CANDU bundle.

The prepared SFS were shipped in PADIRAC cask and transferred to
IMEFQrradiated Material Examination Facility) to perform hot experiment on
DSNC. At the same time, a few selected thin fuel pieces adjacent to the rod-
cuts used for SFS were taken to destructively analyze burnup and the contents
of U, Pu and Cm in the samples and to use as the basic data available for
DSNC calibration and data evaluation.

Hot experiment on DSNC is in progress now. The measured counting rate of
DSNC was given 1.8 x 105 cps when the 36 SFS bundle was loaded in the
inner cavity of counter and operated at the plateau voltage (1,700 volts). Figure
7 shows the 'Detector Bias-Relative Totals' curve of 36 SFS bundle and that of
252Cf neutron source. In this figure, the break down of plateau starts around
1,700 volts.

Figure 8 shows the experimentally obtained correlation between spent fuel
burnup and corrected doubles rate that is the indicator of 244Cm amount
remained in the SFS. Doubles rates will be converted into absolute values of
244Cm when the chemical analysis results on the samples described in Fig. 4
are available. The 244Cm buildup in the Fig. 8 was found to be proportional to
(BU)425.

3. Field Application Plan

Operator's measurement network can be easily shared with IAEA by splitting
raw signals from DSNC. Identical signal is directed to electronics and PC box
that are normally sealed by IAEA when IAEA inspector is away (Fig.9). This
mechanism is recommended because independent verification without utilizing
facility instrument will be extremely difficult due to limitation of access to heavy
shielded hot cell.

In order to properly account for spent fuel material existing in hot cell the
data acquired from DSNC has to be converted to the quantity of nuclear
material which can be recorded and reported as safeguards information. This
data conversion process can be realized by benchmarking with source data
from computer simulation, DSNC measurement, chemical analysis, and gamma
scanning. DSNC is eventually interfaced with unattended continuous monitoring
system and near real time accountability system to give an integrated workable
safeguards system as shown in Fig. 10.
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I. NUCLEAR MATERIAL ACCOUNTABILITY SYSTEM

COREMAS-DUPIC (Core Material Accountability System for DUPIC Facility)
is designed to run by input data from nuclear material measurement system as
well as from error and MUF (Material Unaccounted For) evaluation system. This
system is able to control nuclear materials maintaining the material inventory in
near-real time manner and to generate the required material accountability
records and reports. It consists of basic nuclear material database and a series
of programs for inventory management of these materials with consideration of
timely recording and reporting under the requirements set forth by both
domestic laws and regulation and international agreements (Fig. 11).

COREMAS-DUPIC has three-tiered-client-server structure. In a server, core
database module using MS-SQL and function modules for data in/out are
installed and operated. The clients consist of graphic user interface and
transaction management modules. The connection between server and clients
uses Microsoft named pipe network protocol and open database connectivity
(Fig. 12).

Core database consists of total 99 tables such as nuclear material
information, container information, decay information, project management,
process management, facility information, measuring device, measuring data,
unit conversion, user and group information, authentication, stored procedure
management and error handling, etc.

Core functions treat the material movements such as intra-MBA(Material
Balanced Area) location change, inter-MBA moves, external RIS (Reporting
Identification Symbol) shipments/receipts. Also, the system has the function of
material transform such as splits and combines materials, decay, project
number changes, shipper/receiver difference resolution. In addition, it has many
other features such as containerization of material, NMMSS (Nuclear Material
Management and Safeguard System) reporting, physical inventory support,
standard or ad hoc queries and reports, item transaction history, TID (Tamper
Indicating Device) tracking, maintenance of instrument records, system
maintenance and administration functions, and on-line help feature (Fig. 13).

IV. C/S SYSTEM

Concerning the surveillance of DUPIC processes, the unattended continuous
monitoring system is considered for containment and surveillance system. The
investigations of unattended continuous monitoring were started and the
system design is completed. R&D progresses are made in the following
categories: radiation monitoring, visual surveillance, and integrated continuous
surveillance.
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As shown in Fig. 14, three DSNM (DUPIC Safeguards Neutron Monitor) for
surveillance system of DUPIC facility were fabricated. For the radiation
monitoring, DSNM and relevant radiation signal processing software were
tested and verified for technical feasibility in safeguards purpose. For better
portability to the next R&D stage - the integration of NDA signal to the visual
surveillance - technical means for computer interface of the existing radiation
monitoring system are considered. In these regards, two technological options
are considered as depicted in Fig. 15. Firstly, an electronic module for directly
counting the neutron intensity signal from the sensor's preamplifier is
assembled and tested. Secondly, integration through the use of general
purpose signal marking system, Intelligent Local Network, is proposed by
LANL. The latter option seems to yield a protocol with better compatibility with
IAEA regulations and international cooperation.

For the visual surveillance, a visual image acquisition system consisting of
camera, image processor, time lapse recorder is configured as shown in Fig.
16. In addition, an image processing software is developed that detects the
various activities in the surveillance area. Fig. 17 shows a result of image
processing for identification of various material transports. Currently, the
software and hardware system is being updated for compatibility with the MS
Windows environment.

In the development of integrated continuous surveillance system, R&D effort
is made on the integration of radiation and visual surveillance data for
automatic safeguards diagnostics. Such an integrated diagnostics system is
realized through the use of artificial neural network, and its performance is
verified through a test experiment in the laboratory environment. KAERI has
studied a neural network based diagnostic system for safeguarding radioactive
material flow into and out of hot cell environment. While the surveillance system
consisting of CCD camera and DSNM continuously monitors the material flow,
the sensory data are integrated to a neural network to automatically diagnose
the normal and abnormal conditions of material flow as shown in Fig. 18. With
further improvement on the technology, the system will be implemented as a
part of unattended continuous monitoring system of the DUPIC facility [6].

Recently, an on-site experiment was performed for actual transportation of
spent PWR fuel shipping and receiving at IMEF in KAERI. The overall structure
of the experiment consists of a visual surveillance camera and a DSNM. 36
SFS were received and shipped to the hot cell by PADIRAC cask. A DSNM
was mounted on the side wall of the entrance path of hotcell to measure the
intensity of the neutron radiation emitted from PADIRAC cask. For the data
acquisition, PSR-B and NCC program developed by LANL were used. The
camera was mounted on a pan/tilt device to easily calibrate the camera's
viewing direction. It was placed at the front of the hot cell entrance in such a
way that its view area covers enough area to assess the routine cask transfer
activities. As a result, receiving and shipping of nuclear material could be
distinguished. Two types of movements had been identified, and data for them
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could be collected. Each event was repeated a number of times to produce
data set for development and testing the unattended continuous monitoring
system. The video signal to digital image difference has not been converted,
but it will be converted after deciding to extract quantitative features from the
raw data through data processing. The acquired radiation and visual data will
be used for the verification of integrated continuous surveillance system.

IV. CONCLUSION

Based on preliminary hot experiment, it seems that DUPIC safeguards
neutron counter(DSNC) is reliable enough to be used for the measurement of
DUPIC process materials up to the quantity equivalent to one full CANDU
bundle.

An on-site experiment for preliminary test of unattended continuous
monitoring system was carried out successfully and its data was suitable for
continuous monitoring of nuclear material transport to DUPIC facility. With
further improvement on the technology, the system will be implemented as a
part of safeguards system of DUPIC facility.

DUPIC material measurement system, containment and surveillance system,
and near real time accountability system are put into a single safeguards
system in the next R&D stage. The integrated data can be shared between
DUPIC operator and IAEA provided IAEA's authentication is possible.
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Table 1. Irradiation History of the Spent Fuel Used for SFS

Fuel assembly ID.

Fuel assembly average burnup

Fuel rod ID.

Fuel rod average burnup

Discharged date

Cycle(core location)

Remarks

J14

37,840 MWD/MTU

E11

38,981 MWD/MTU

1989.1. 20

Kori-1 7/8/9 (E9/J5/H11)

14x14 PWR
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